PROJECT

Necklace
MATERIALS

1 x 53cm length gold Tigertail

Divine simplicity, crystal, copper collection.
Designed by Feathers Nest Creations.

1 x 55cm length gold Tigertail
2 x gold bails to connect
pendant to Tigertail
2 x gold Charlotte crimps
24 x gold 2mm round crimps
1 x gold toggle clasp

BEADS

1 x 28mm Swarovski crystal
copper twist pendant
4 x 12mm Swarovski 5040
crystal copper donuts
2 x 8mm Swarovski light
Colorado topaz briolette
2 x 6mm Swarovski crystal
copper bi-cones
2 x 6mm Swarovski light
Colorado topaz bi-cones
4 x 6mm Swarovski topaz
bi-cones
10 x gold star daisy metal
spacer beads
2 x gold cog metal spacer beads
2 x 8mm gold metal filigree
ball beads
2 x 6mm x 10mm gold metal
corrugated oval beads

TOOLS

Crimping pliers
Chain nose pliers
Wire cutters
Round nose pliers
Length: 55cm

Rating
44

Creative Beading

Design note

STEP FOUR

Place the crystal copper AB effect of the
crystal so that you are looking down into the
rich colours.

Measure 6cm on each side of the centre
mark of the 55cm wire, add folded crimp
bead to each side. Place bead clusters as
photograph add folded crimp as before.

STEP ONE
Mark centre of both lengths of Tigertail with
a felt pen making sure not to bend wire out
of shape.

STEP FIVE

STEP TWO

STEP SIX

Measure 1.5cm on each side of the centre
mark of the 53cm wire adding a folded crimp
bead to each side. See Basic Instructions for
folding a crimp. Add first cluster of beads on
each side as photograph; add folded crimp.
Repeat crimping procedure for every following
bead cluster.

Ensure all lengths of Tigertail and the bead
clusters are even on each side by holding the
four ends together before going onto the next
step. Cut any uneven wire off.

STEP THREE
Leave a 3cm space between the next two
clusters of beads and crimp as Step 2.

Measure a 2cm space, place folded crimp
and next cluster of beads on each side.

STEP SEVEN
Thread two left ends of Tigertail, through a
Charlotte crimp, then crimp the two ends of
Tigertail together with one round crimp. Bring
the Charlotte crimp up close to the round
crimp and close the Charlotte crimp jaw over

Divine
Simplicity

Earrings
MATERIALS

2 x 12mm gold filigree
bead caps
2 x 38mm gold head pins
2 x gold ear wires

BEADS

2 x Swarovski crystal copper
5040 donut beads
2 x 8mm Swarovski crystal
light Colorado topaz bi-cones
2 x 6mm Swarovski crystal
topaz bi-cones
2 x gold cog spacer beads
2 x gold star daisy spacer beads

Bracelet
MATERIALS

4 x 8mm gold filigree ball
beads

the round crimp to hide it. Repeat for the right
side of the Tigertail.

STEP EIGHT
Place the hook of the Charlotte crimp through
the toggle end loop, close off the hook.
Repeat on the other side to connect the other
end of the toggle.

STEP NINE
Attach crystal copper pendant to both lengths
of Tigertail at the centre marks by opening the
bail and slipping the wire through.

Earrings
STEP ONE

Place in the following order: Bead cap,
12mm donut 5040, cog spacer bead, 8mm
4 x 6mm x 10mm gold
corrugated oval beads
bi-cone, star spacer bead, 6mm bi-cone
5 x 12mm gold filigree bead caps onto the head pin. Repeat for the other
head pin.
4 x gold star daisy spacer beads
Using round nose pliers form a loop on
37 x 25mm gold head pins
each head pin as in Basic Instructions and
1 x gold toggle clasp set
attach to the ear wires.
17-19mm open link gold chain
with approximately 37 links

BEADS

5 x 12mm Swarovski 5040
donuts crystal copper
4 x 8mm Swarovski crystal
light Colorado topaz
4 x 8mm Swarovski crystal
topaz bi-cones
16 x 6mm Swarovski crystal
copper bi-cones
8 x 11o Toho topaz seed beads
Length: 20-22cm
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Creative Beading

Bracelet
Design note
Closed link chain will require two jump rings
to attach toggle set.

STEP ONE
12mm cluster: Insert a head pin through the
12mm bead cap, 12mm donut 5040 bead,
1 x star daisy. Making five x 12mm clusters.
8mm cluster: Insert a head pin through a seed
bead, 8mm Briolette bead, star daisy and a
seed bead – making four x 8mm clusters.

STEP TWO
Insert a head pin through all of the remaining
28 beads.

STEP THREE
Design note: Count the links and, if more than
37, then space the beads/clusters out evenly
to compensate for the extra links.
Attaching the clusters and beads to the chain:
Grip head pin at the tip with the round nose
pliers and turn it to make a semi-circle. Put
the head pin loop through the chain link then
continue to turn the head pin in the same
direction passing through the chain again until
the loop touches the bead firmly. This makes
two rings around to secure the beads/clusters
in place. Starting at one end of the chain,
attach beads/clusters in the following order.
12mm cluster
6mm crystal copper bi-cone
8mm gold filigree bead
6mm crystal copper bi-cone
8mm cluster
6mm crystal copper bi-cone
8mm topaz bi-cone
Oval gold corrugated bead
6mm crystal copper bi-cone
Repeat three more times then add one more
12mm cluster (optional) if required.

STEP FOUR
Attach toggle loop to one end of chain
and the toggle bar to the other end.
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